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                           Abstract 

  This paper discusses confidence regions of linear combinations of explanatory 

variables in multivariate linear calibration. Approximated confidence regions are 

considered, since the exact confidence regions in multivariate linear calibration are 

often empty or are not bounded. A numerical example is given for the approxi

mated confidence regions.
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1. Introduction 

   In a multivariate regression model, we are interested in constructing confidence 
regions of the explanatory variables. Various aspects of calibration problem have been 
summarized in Brown, P.J. (1982), Brown, P.J. (1993) and Osborne, C. (1991). We as
sume that 

y=Bx+e,(1.1) 

where y is p dimensional random vector of response variables, B is a p x q (p > q) matrix 
of unknown parameters, x is q dimensional vector of explanatory variables, and e is a 
random vector of errors. Suppose that e is distributed as pvariate normal distribution 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix E, i.e., Np(0, E), where E is an unknown positive 
definite matrix. Let Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn} , X = [x1, X2, ... , xn] (n — q > p), and 
rankX = q, where (y3, x;) (j = 1, 2, ... , n) are observed independently. Then the 
model (1.1) can be written by 

Y=BX+E, 

where E = [el, e2, • • • , e,i], whose columns are independent and identically distributed as 
Np(0, E). If yo is observed in order to estimate the corresponding explanatory variable 
xo, the exact confidence region has been given by Brown, P.J. (1982). The confidence 
region is based on the statistic 

n p q+ 1 1
+ x'X X'—1x1Bx'V`1Exo),              {of)o}(yo —o)(yo— 
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which has an Fdistribution with  (p,  n  p  q + 1) degrees of freedom, where 

B = YX'(XX')-1 and V = Y[In  X'(XX')1X]Y'. 

The statistic B is the leastsquares estimate of B and is distributed as normal. The statis
tic V has a Wishart distribution and S = V/(n-q) is an unbiased estimator of E (see, e.g. 
Brown, P.J. (1993) or Siotani, M., Hayakawa, T. and Fujikoshi, Y. (1985)). However, 
Brown, P.J. (1982)'s confidence region may be empty (see, e.g. Oman, S.D. (1988)). 
Mathew, T. and Kasala, S. (1994) have constructed an exact confidene region, which is 
always nonempty and is invariant under nonsingular transformation. However, their 
exact confidence region is not easy for practical use and may not be bounded, which is 
seen by a simulation study in Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997). For approximation, 
Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984) derived an asymptotic expansion up to the order n-2 
for the distribution of a statistic 

                  Qi = (t  xo)'B'S-1B(t  x0),(1.2) 

where t = (B'S1B)1B'S-1yo. Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997) have proposed 
an approximated confidence region based on Brown, P.J. (1982) and the statistic Q1. 
Each confidence region is always an ellipsoid. Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997) 
examined the accuracy of the approximations by a simulation study, in which the 
method obtained by Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984) is sometimes under approxi
mated. Mathew, T. and Zha, W. (1996) gave a conservative confidence region, which 
is nonempty. 

    In this paper, we assume that yo1,Y02, • • • NO/ are ovserved, corresponding un
known explanatory variables x01,x02, • • • ,xot • Our interest is in constructing confi
dence regions for a linear combination E cixoi, where ci's are given constants. When 
1 = 2, Cl = 1, c2 = -1, this problem becomes that of constructing confidence re
gions for the difference x01  x02 between explanatory variables based on correspond
ing future observations y01 and y02• An univariate case of the set up is given in 
Knafi, G., Sacks, J., and Spiegelman, C. (1989). If it is assumed that x01 = x02 = 
• • •  Xot, Col = co2 = • • • = cot = 1/l, then the l measurements y01,y02• • • Not are 
replicated future at a single unknown explanatory variable x0(= x01 = x02 = • • • = x0t) 
and the confidence region is for x0. In Section 2, we derive a method for constructing 
approximated confidence regions of E cixoi. In Section 3, we give an example using 
Paint Finish Data in Brown, P.J. (1982).

2. Confidence regions 

   In this section, we introduce confidence regions proposed by Brown, P.J. (1982), 
Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984)and Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997) in case of 
only one future observation, at the start. Next we give an approximated confidence 
region for a linear combination of the explanatory variables. 

   100(1  a)% confidence region given by Brown, P.J. (1982) is 

                {1 + xo(XX')1xo}-1(Q1 + Qo) < k,,,(2.1)
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where ka = (n   q)pFp,11-pq+1(a)/(n  p  q + 1), F„1.1,„,.2 (a) is the upper 100a% point 
of an Fdistribution with (mi, m2) degree of freedom, and 

               Qo = yo[S-1  S1B(B'S1B)1B' Sly 0. 

   For approximation to the confidence region, Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984) de
rived an asymptotic expansion for the upper percentile point U(a) of a distribution of 
the statistic Qi in (1.2). They assumed that XX'/v = H = 0(1) and its limit is non
singular with v = n  q  p  1. The asymptotic expansion for the upper 100a% point 
of Qi is given by 

U(a) = ?la +2v{(4p  3q)ua+ ua+ 241-1-1x0u,,} 
+ 24v2[{24p2  12(7q + 4)p + 55g2 + 36q  4}u,„ 

                       + (36p  35q  14)u2a + 4u3a] 

                + 2v2 xoH1xo{(4p  3q)ua + ua} 
                +qv2xo(HB'E1BH)-1xo(p  q)(p  q  1)u,,(2.2) 

+ O(v-3) 

where ua = 4,(a) is the upper 100a % point of a chisquare distribution with q degrees 
of freedom. Using (2.2) the confidence region is 

            Qi < U(a).(2.3) 
The formula (2.2) includes unknown parameters xo, B and E. So, the unknown param
eter should be replaced by their estimates for practical use. The unknown parameters 
in U(a) are replaced by t, B and S, which is denoted by U(a). 

   An approximated confidence region given by Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997) 
is 

               Qi < ka{1 + t'(XX')-1t}  min{Qo, ka},(2.4) 
which are based on (2.1). It is easily seen that the confidence region (2.4) is not empty 
and is bounded. 

   Now, we wish to give an approximated confidence region for a linear combination 
of the explanatory variables. Under the model (1.1), we assume that yo1 ,yo2 , • • • ,yot 
are observed as future measurements and corresponding unknown explanatory variables 
are x01,x02, • • • ,xot • Our interest is to construct confidence regions for their linear 
combination E cixoi, where ci's are given constants. 

   Let Yo=[yo1,Y02, • • • , yot] be a p x 1 matrix of future observations, Xo = [x01, x02,  
. , xot] be a q x l matrix of unknown explanatory variables, and 

0 = Xoc = > cixoi(2.5) 
i-1 

be a q dimensional unknown vector, where c = (c1, c2, ... , c1)' is a known l dimensional 
constant vector. We wish to construct the confidence region of 0.
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    Suppose that  yot (i = 1, 2, ... ,1) are independently distributed as Np(BxO2, E) (i = 
, l), then Yoc is distributed as Np(BXoc, c'cE) (see, e.g. Theorem 1.4.4 of 

Siotani, M., Hayakawa, T. and Fujikoshi, Y. (1985)). Furthermore we denote 

Yo. = (c'c) ~Yoc 
        11 xo. = (cic) —2Xoc = (c,c) — 2 9,(2 .6) 

then yo. is distributed as Nr(Bxo., E). Since (yo1 , yo2, • • • , YO/) are independent of 
(Yi, y2, • • • , yn), Yo. is also independent of (y1, y2) ... , yn). And once yoi, Y02, • • • , Yot 
are observed, yo. will be obtained. Therefore we can consider that yo. is observed f
or the new object under the model (1.1) in order to estimate the corresponding xo.. 
We construct the confidence regions for x0., then the confidence regions for 0 can be 
obtained by using the transformation (2.6) because c is a known constant vector. 

    We can get two approximated confidence regions for 0 using each methods by 
Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984) and Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997). It can be 
cosidered that (yo., x0.) is a future observation which satisfy the model (1.1), so that 
Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984)'s confidence region for x0. is easily obtained by ex
changing (yo, xo) for (yo., xo.) in the formula (2.3). It is given by 

Qi. <— 0.(a) ,(2.7) 

where Qi. = (t. — xo.)1B1S-1B(t. — x0.), t. = (B1S18)1B1S-1yo ., and 

U.(a) = Ua +1—,2v{(4p — 3q)//,,,+ ua+ 2t1.1-1—'t.uej 

                + 24v2 [{24p2 — 12(7q + 4)p + 55g2 + 36q — 4}ua 

                     +(36p — 35q — 14)u! + 4i4] 

+ 2
1/2 t:H1t.{(4p — 3q)uc, + 1~~} 

                +qv2t;(HB'S1BH)-1t~~— q)(p — q —1)ua. 
In this asymptotic expansion 0.(a), H, v and /la are the same quantities as those of 
(2.2). 
   Also, from (2.4), the approximated confidence region for x0. is obtained as 

Qi. < ka{1 + t.(XX')-1t.} — min{Qo., ka} ,(2.8) 

where Qo. = yo. {S-1 — S1B(B'S1B)1B'S-1 } yo.. We obtain the approximated 
confidence regions for 0 by using the transformation (2.6) for (2.7) and (2.8). The con
fidence regions are based on the region (2.3) by Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984), and 
the region (2.4) by Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997), respectively. We summarize 
the above discussion as the following: 

Theorem 2.1 Under the model (1.1), a future measurement Y = [yolyo2 , yot] is 
observed, then the approximated confidence regions (2.3) and (2.4) of 0 in (2.5) are 

Qc(0) < Uc(a)(2.9)
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and 

 Qc(0) < ka{c'c + tic(XX')-'tc}  min{Qoc, kac'c} ,(2.10) 
respectively, where (MO) = (tc  0)1B'S-1B(tc  0), tc _ (B'S1B)1B'S-1Yoc, 

Qoc = c'Ya {S-1  S-113(E S__1f3)1BrS-1 } Yoc, and 
        Cc (a) = uac'c + 2v {(4p  3q)uac'c + uac'c + 24H1tcua} 

               + 24v2 [{24p2  12(7q + 4)p + 55q2 + 36q  4}ua 
                       +(36p  35q  14)ua + 4u30,1 c'c 

                 + 2y2 ticH—ltc{(4p — 3q)ua + u2,„} 
                 +gv2t^c(HB~S1BH)-ltc(p  q)(p  q  1)ua.

3. Example -paint finish data

   We wish to apply the confidence regions (2.9) and (2.10) in the previous sec
tion to the Paint Finish Data given in Brown, P.J. (1982). Where q = 2 facters, 
pigmentation and viscosity of paint, we denote i = (pigmentation, viscosity)', were 
controlled each at three levels with four replicates, and p = 6 responses, we denote 

 = (11, Y2,1'3, Y4, Ys,1'6)', involving optical properties were obtained. The aim in fu
ture was to be able to match the paint by taking optical measurements. The complete 
data has been given in Brown, P.J. (1982). 

   The number of observations is 36. We extract four of these observations for predic
tion (Predicting Data), whose pigmentation and viscosity are assumed to be unknown. 
Remaining observations are used to estimate the relationship between and y (Cali
brating Data). The predicting data and the calibrating data are in Table 3.1 and Table 
3.2, respectively. 

   We adopt the multivariate linear model with an intercept at this data following 
Brown, P.J. (1982). In this case, instead of (1.1), the model to be used is 

           y=a+B~+E,(3.1) 

where y is a p dimensional random vector of response variables, is a q dimensional 
vector of explanatory variables, a is a p dimensional intercept vector of unknown param
eters, B and e are the same in (1.1). Let Y = [yl, y2, ... , y321 , X = P1,27 • • • ,-32], 
Yo =[y01, yo2,yo3,y041 andX0=[~ol,x02,x03,x04]. The estimators a,Band S are 
computed as 

       a = ( 1.744, 29.622, 69.628, 37.893, 93.797, 20.563 ) ' , 

          _0.026 -0.262 -1.457 -1.247 -3.078 0.428' 
                -0 .062 -4.160 -1.760 0.065 -3.718 1.811 '
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Table 3.1. Calibrating Data

Table 3.2. Predicting Data
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   and 

 / 0.009 0.211 0.251 0.130 0.325 0.037 
                     5.5776.103 2.535 7.120 0.230 

 S _11.692 4.819 12.930 1.934                                   2
.754 7.874 1.211 ' 

                                      51.728 1.629 
                                       1.698 J 

respectively. We reduce the data to the model without the intercept by the method in 
Mathew, T. and Kasala, S. (1994). Let Z be a 32 x 31 matrix such that 

                  32(=i32;z) 
is a 32 x 32 orthogonal matrix, where 132 is a 32 dimensional vector of l's. Define 
Y = YZ, X =XZ, 

Yo= —312)  1 (17.0 321'13214 
and 

                                       _2 Xo = (1+  (.to  X 13214 , 
3232 

then Y and Yo are independently distributed as N6,31(BX; E) and N6,4(BX0; E), re
spectively. 
   Our purpose is to calibrate for four explanatory variables; "01, a02, x03 and in 

Table 3.2, individualy, calibrate for three differences; x01  xo2 , x01  x03 and x04 — x01 
and calibrate for an average between x02 and N. Let b= Xoc , then, we shall calibrate 
for 8 in eight cases when 

            c = (1,0,0,0)', (0,1,0,0)', (0,0,1,0)', (0,0,0,1)', 

                  (1, -1, 0, 0)', (1, 0, -1, 0)', (-1, 0, 0,1)', 
1 1 

                (0,2,2,0)'. 

For the reduced model we calculate the approximated confidence regions (2.9) and (2.10) 
for 0 = Xoc using the method in Section 2. Since 

2 

                    9=1+I9—1X13214c,(3.2) 
           32 32 

then we get the confidence regions for 9 by transformation (3.2). The approximated 
confidence regions for B with a = 0.05 are obtained as 

Qc (b) < 1 + y2-1 (4(.05)(3.3) 

and
f             (Mb) C k.05{c'c + t'(X)C')—ltc} — min{QOc, k.05c'c} , (3.4)
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Table 3.3. The values of  tc, RF and 7ZN

I 9 I true 9 II is I RN in (3.6) I RF in (3.5) 
(Individual)  

            1 -1.427 i
ol 0 0.073 12.264 10.544 

                       -0 .025 102 -1-0 .484 16.761 9.773 
                       -0.346 103 -1-0 .353 16.782 9.778 

           1 1.912 1
04 10 .352 17.725 11.322 

(Difference)  
          1-1.423 24.026 20.931 .01 102 10

.565  
            1 -1.098 

ol  103 10 .423 27.552 20.527 
          2 3.39036

.228 24.967 ~04  ~01 10
.284  

(Average)  
X02 + X03 0-0.188 

  2-1-0.3948.383 5.084

respectively, where 8 = tc  9 B S B tc  9 tc = (1 +15-)1  tc + -X 13214c, 
tc = (B'S1B)1B~S,-1 yoc, 

Uc(.05) _ u.05c'c + 4 (18u.o5c'c +u 05c'c + 2tcH1tcu.o5) 
                 + 2904(61u.05+33u05+u05)c1c 

+ 1 tcHltc(18u.05 +05)                  968 

                   + 23 t`(HB'S1BH)ltcu.o5 

Qoc = c'Y0 {s'   S1E(8rS1B)1B'S-11 yoc 
H = 22-1 X X', U.05 = Xz (.05) = 5.991 and k.05 = -4-29424(.05)   = 18.183. In the 

resulting 95% confidence regions (3.3) and (3.4), the matrix B'S-1B is to have value 

                              9.827 5.590 
                                    11.135 

The other values ic, RF and RN, are in Table 3.3, where 

RF = (1 +32 U(.05)(3.5)
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and 
 7ZN = k.05{c'c + tic(XX')—ltc} — min{Qoc, k.o5c'c}(3.6) 

are each of the right hand side in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. 
   In all cases, both confidence regions include the true value of 0, and the region (3.4) 

include the whole of that of (3.3). However, as we could see in the simulation study given 
by Nakao, H. and Hyakutake, H. (1997), Fujikoshi, Y. and Nishii, R. (1984)'s confidence 
regions sometimes will not preserve the confidence coefficient.
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